
OVERLOAD & CONFUSION 

you can use this way to create a deep trance for your client.
it is possible to overload or confuse the conscious mind with some simple instructions
because when you give simple repeated suggestions, will it give the client a choice 
between confusion or relaxation.

The conscious mind is able to handle 7 +/- 2 pieces of information at a time, so it 
does not take long before it starts to make mistakes, so very quickly the client will 
enter a deep trance.
These kinds of tools are good at people who are very controlling.

Let me tell me how you can overload the conscious mind
1. you can Count backwards from 300 minus 3 every time.
2. or The easy one: Counting backwards from 100 minus 1 every time.

If he client makes mistakes, just say to the client that he or she can begin from the 
start again from 300 or 100.
If the client at a time forget to count, then it is OK to stop. Because when the client 
forgets to count it is a sign that the client enter a trance state

Another way to create trance is
1. let your client think of all boy names with A, then B and so on.
2. Or you can tap the client's forehead with a finger at "the third eye" while you 
giving suggestions about relaxation.
But you just have to be aware that not all clients like that you tap them lightly with a 
finger on their forehead the most client just want to sit with there eyes close and 
listen to you.

you can also create CONFUSION in your client, examples
1.you can confuse your client if you start talking gibberish to your client
2.You can interrupt sentences and continue in a completely different sentence. this 
way will also confuse your clients conscious mind anf they will go into a deep trance.
3. or Start by telling a story, then change to another story along the way and then on 
to another story again. So there is many loose ends. This will also help to induce a 
deep trance state in your client

So next time you practice try these different ways to get your client into a trance state
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